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Jiainberlain- Mussolini
Tea Party
prime Minister Neville ChamberlPreain agreed to discuss with
nont- erritorial
Mussolini
Benito
mier
issues with possible concessions
Chamberlains visit to
involved

attitude toHome and his stated
ward II Duce seems to vindicate
statements ot Ambassadors
ihe
Kennedy and Bullitt of Great Britain and France respectively that
early danger of a European war
would come from Italy rather than
Germany At a secret joint session
of the house and senate military afKennedy
fairs committees
Bullitt verified reports that
lers air armada is far and

and
Hit-

away
but
the most powerful in Europe
that his ambitions are toward the
east Hitlers present objective is
domination of a Ukraine to be
Poland
out of Russia
carved
Czechoslovakia and Rumania Any
would relmove involving Russia
ease tension in France and England and give them time to place
more on a par
their armaments
Mussolini howwith Germanys
ever
emboldened by Hitlers retent coups may be seriously planning to enrich Italy at the expense
France
I

Celebrity Indicted
The

federal grand

jury

yesterd-

indicted comedian Jack Benny
on a charge
of smuggling in conspiracy with ex- convict Albert N

ay

case recently inwell- known radio
comic George Burns
of the team
Burns has alBurns and Allen
ready pleaded guilty
but Benny
The
excitedly denied all charges
Indictment
came as a surprise
since Benny who flew to New York
from Hollywood
had stressed that
he appeared
solely as a voluntary
witness Each count against Benny
carries a maximum penalty of two
years in prison and a 5000 fine
Chaperau
The
rolved another

PURVIS

ACCEPTED

NORTHWESTERN
MEDICAL SCHOOL

BY

Robert

Purvis received a

Doc

telegram
that his

last week informing him

medical

schools

application to Northwestwns School of Medicine had been
frcepted Rated as one of the best
in the country

Northwestern
limits its entering
students to 125 requires two years
of biology
three of chemistry and

fetter than a

2

average

is well known about the
Hill for his fine work at Mercy
Hospital as Dr Drakes assistant
Doc

PRE-

VACATION

Kenyon has

crashed

the head-

various Associated Press paa story of the Kenyon RFlnS
Naturally the upshot of this
f

pers

tremendous reaction public
was aroused to fever
PHch Letters
written by irate cities have been pouring in and
Preachers the length and breadth
of this
fair land have been speakinR upon the iniquitous goings- on
at he
American colleges of today
To quote one example of the
calumny heaped upon the adminstratlon
and upon the student
brty as well the Rev
MahOo
Prominent evangelist of the Aransas hills stated to a congregation of over fifty souls
It is only
wen the Godless young men of
today are thrown out of the colJees it is only when the presidents of our institutions severely
insure the perpetrators of these
cts
of
these
manifestations
Beelzebub
that our American eolSes shall become true fountains
ubhling with the knowledge of
n
truth and the Holy Speerit
likewise Irma Sowce president
a

sentiment
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AS WEST WHIPS EAST AT FT LAUDERDALE
Imel Lands

Sea Monster Griffin Stars In Medley
While Swimmers Train
Tanner And Vinnedge
Parties Avoided
Show Superiority
By OSCAR CRAWL

Special to Kenyon Collegian
Flash Kenyon in the lime- light
With the little Ohio school breaking into headlines by raising livestock and poultry in the chapel library and swimming pool and having one of its more literary- minded
men mix gas and alcohol we find
that Kenyons unique events are
news
Receiving a special invitation
from the Port Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce the Kenyon Athletic Dept sent a group of their
swimmers down to the Florida
swimming school Graciously declining the kind offer of the Chamber of Commerce to supply transportation the Kenyon men drove
down
The men are very reluctant to
speak of their achievements but
from competent sources it was
learned that they carried themselves as gentlemen and sportsmen throughout their stay This in
itself is not unusual until one understands that there are many dis
tractions in the sunny state many
distractions which contribute to
training- breakage
The Kenyon team went down
there to train and they did They
trained like Ihe championship team
that they are There were no beer
parties no late dates with the
Florida queens or even with the
womens swimming team from the
Posse College for Women which
was lodged in the same hotel no
explorations of the so- called hot
spots or rumaging through the antiques of the Moorish Castle
It is fitting that the coach of
such an aquaticly inclined team
should be of the same nature
Puggy Imel braved the
Coach
dangers of the high seas the roughest water this year to capture one
of the most prized monsters of the
deep the sailfish After a terrifically difficult battle of two hours
and fifty- seven and a half minutes
Imel landed the fish which measured ten feet in length and
weighed seventy- three pounds
NOTICE
Due to a sustained attack of
the grippe Robert Sonenfield 38
has been confined in the Mercy
hospital for several days His
condition is said to be improving but no definite date has been
This isset for his dismissal
sue and any other issues published during his absence will
be edited by his Staff

PRANKS ELICIT
NATION- WIDE DISAPPROVAL

es again Shortly before the besmning
vacation
of Christmas
ere appeared on the front pages
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KENYON TANKMEN SNAG SHARE OF HONORS

By Don Young
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of the Oskaloosa Chapter of the
Temperent Christian Womens Union stated to the Oskaloosa Guardian Why do we have such places
as Kenyon These co- educational
schools of today are farces in the
name of education I shall never
send my daughter to Kenyon
Father Kofflan stated over a nationwide
broadcast that evidence
of Jewish agitation is to be seen
in the spirit of rebellion to be
found in colleges in America First
they the Jews financed the Russian revolution and now they cause
an attempted coup detat at Kenyon

Even the chief organizer of labor in the United States took heed
of disorder at Gambier John L
Louis in a speech at a convention
of the United Automobile Shirkers
of America stated that
The decadence of the capitalist
system is strikingly illustrated at
Kenyon college Gambier Ohio
The students sons and representatives of the bloated exploiters of
labor the capitalist tyrranize over
the laboring man in this instance
the president and the faculty of
the college How long will these
outrages continue

Fourteen Kenyon swimmers made
the trip to Fort Lauderdale Fla
where they attended the fourth annual college coaching clinic Several members of the Kenyon squad
participated on the All- West squad
and Coach Imel was one of the lec
CTV
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Beginning in early February
the Kenyon Alumni Bulletin
will be published as a supplement to The COLLEGIAN
Alumni Council President Prosser announced on Tuesday The
bulletin was formerly published
in pamphlet form and this step
establishes a precedent that
should mark a new era in studentalumni
unity
Twice this year in February
and again in May and four
times yearly hereafter Alumni
will receive student news with
their reports while the students
will get a slant on alumni opinion Through this medium it
will be possible for alumni to
keep in close contact with affairs On the Hill as well as
among their fellow alumni
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SLL
turing coaches Bill Griffin back
stroke champion of Ohio Confer
ence swam second to Olympic star
John Higgins of Ohio State in the
individual medley relay event
Griffin added further laurels for
Kenyon and the west when lie swam
on the winning West medley relay
team
Bob Tanner Kenyon sophomore
breaststroker was a member of
the winning West breaststroke relay team that trounced the East
All of the Kenyon mermen worked
out diligently under Coach Imel
and many of them showed outstanding
improvement
namely
Sidney Vinnedge Hank Wilkinson
and Bob Henry freestylers
and
Tanner and Dick Brouse breast-

strokers

The surprise

was Coach

of the whole trip
Imels living up to his

Students Join Manhunt When Escaped Convict
Vicinity Of Kenyon
Deputy Guards Airport
By

PHINEAS PHEEP Crime Reporter For The Collegian

Last Sunday afternoon a prisoner broke from the Mount
ernon jail and headed for Gambier Late Monday evening
after 36 hours of search the likes of which had not been seen
m knox county for years vigilant police of Middletown Ohio
reported that they had apprehended the fugitive
It is quite possible that the stopover in Middletown was
to see a young lady her name as yet has not been disclosed

PROJECT

Dept Head
Comments On Program

Because of the recent widespread
publicity concerning a national
federal program of aeronautics
training for college students The
Collegian felt the students of Kenyon would be very interested to
know how the college would be affected if such a program were put
into operation In relation to this
matter Mr Donald Gretzer Kenyon aeronautics
and
instructor
head of the Department of Aeronautics was asked several questions
concerning what has been done
and what will probably be done in
the future
Mr Gretzer prefaced his remarks
by explaining that he has no more
extensive information on the subject than anyone else and that his
i
ideas were entirely his own
Asked what the present plan in
regard to the proposed program of
plot expansion through the colleges and universities was Mr
Gretzer said
The proposal is to establish experimental schools at selected colleges and universities
utilizing
commercial facilities at nearby airports The training would probably
some
be only flight training
ground instruction might be inGANGSTERS MOLL
cluded
ALLEGED NEMESIS OF
Kenyon is not one of the seUNFORTUNATE CROOK
lected schools for the experimental
program Mr Gretzer went on In
Continued Page 4 Column 2

f

nickname
Fish
Chuck hooked
the largest fish among the coaches
when he snagged a 42- pound sailfish in the Florida waters Chuck
has brought back a certificate and
a snap to prove he landed the monster This pleased Coach Imel more
than anything else as he said I did
the first time out what Roosevelt THE PERFECT SPECIMEN
has had the Navy helping him to
TO BE SHOWN IN PHILO
All of
land and never gotten
those who went expressed a keen
desire including Bill Griffin who
found a swell hamburger shop to Joan Blondell And Flynn
return next Christmas
Cavort In Committees

KENYON DAD ADVISES
BUSINESS CONCLAVE

Paul Hoffman Recom
mends Privately Fin
anced Expansion
At a luncheon meeting of the
Bond Club of New York Mr Paul
G Hoffman president of the Studebaker Corporation and father of
Kenyons Hallock Hoffman warned
business to refrain from asking faHis plea
vors of the government
was for free enterprise for busi-

ness
When he requests special privileges the business man is attackhe asserted
ing free enterprise
It is an act of treachery and business suicide as well because special privilege is an invitation to
governmental control and no business can long survive bureaucratic
domination
Mr Hoffman did not argue however that monopolies have no
In a considerable area of
place
our economy the public is best
served by monopolist enterprises
But in a far wider area the force
of competition is of itself the best
protection of public interest
atIn bis speech Mr Hoffman
tacked the idea that governmental
control in business is something
new
By the use of several examples from history he showed
that New Deal policies were as
oi1 as government itself

Chalmers To Attend
Collegiate Meetings
Thursday and Friday the 12th
ISlb of January
President
Chalmers will attend the meetings
of the Association of American Colleges in Louisville The association
is made up of all tile colleges and
universities in the United Slates
One of the principal speakers on
the program is Ex- President Benrs
of Czechoslovakia
On the twentieth
of January
President Chalmers will be present
at the University Club in NewYork where a dinner will be held
in honor of the presidents of the
colleges and universities whose
graduates make up the membership of the club
On
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QUEEN OF SARK TO

LECTURE AT KENYON
Sibyl Hathaway
Sole Remaining Feudal
Ruler Reigns On
Island

Mrs

Latest Selection
Next Sunday to Philo will come
The Perfect Specimen As a matter of fact it is exactly that both
the story of a Perfect Specimen
perfect specimen
and a
of a
story
The picture concerns what happens to a young man who has been
raised by his cranky old grandmother to be a perfect specimen
so that he will be better than any
man in bis employ when be takes
over the large manufacturing plant
lie will inherit when he comes of
age But his dear old grandmother
had reckoned without considering
Continued Page 2 Column 6
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NABBED IN MIDDLETOWN

Aeronautics
y

un

VERNON JAI BREAKER

CAPTURES ATTENTION
OF FLYING INSTRUCTOR
i

I i I

Breaking masterfully from the
strong arm of the Mount Vernon
police force a man described as
desperate invaded the metropolis
of Gambier on Sunday evening in
search of a suitable hideout with
hot and cold running water This
invasion by a first class minion of
crime following so closely the
strange series of events which proceeded vacation left the student
body at lever pitch and the faculty
quivering in fear for their homes
and loved ones
The criminal whose name is better left unsaid was first reported
near Gambier last Sunday afternoon Showing an utter disregard
for the Sabbath his presence was
first noted on the Hill shortly after
the Kenyon
movie team was
stopped by the Ohio State Constabulary on their return from an
engagement with the Schines aggregation With nightfall the excitement lessened only to reach
new heights in the early evening
The renewed
was
excitement
caused by a report from the office
of Treasurer Camp which stated
that besides being a dead shot
the criminal was also a combination Jimmie Doolittle and Eddie
Riekenbacher Kenyons ire forthwith was aroused Safaris lead by
H Hoffman of the Middle Leonards
and Legg the- elder of the East
Wings gallantly set off for Port
Kenyon Meeting at the objective
the two groups lost no time closing the hangars tighter than a
drum The two leaders willing to
remain in the background turned
the position over to a member of
the sheriffs office
Not long later the North Leonards their honor questioned armed
to
themselves
the teeth and
inarched on the town hall to offer
their services and announce themselves behind the cops one hundred
percent From this point deeds of
valor were too numerous for detailed mention J J Jambors was
a veritable Henry of Navare everywhere at once with no thought
for his own safety steadying the
frayed nerves of his companions A
near tragedy resulted when Sherlock Merschaum was mistaken for
Continued Page 4 Column Ii

On January 17 Kenyon is to have
the
the honor of entertaining
queen of Sark the only feudal Kenyons Byron
stale remaining in the world She
Swallows Pride
is Mrs Sibyl Hathaway cousin of
In Dawn Mishap
A
Mrs
Robert
Weaver and
matriarch of a small island of 000
N L R Byron of the Boston Byinhabitants in the English Chan- runs and a sophomore
or junior or
nel
senior at Kenyon recently crashed
As ruler of the last remnant of the front page of the conservative
t lie
Transcript
Mr
Byron
feudal system the Dame de Boston
Serk is in America to give a spries some of whose poetry appeared In
the first issue of the Kenyon Reof lectures sponsored by the Naview was literally hauled in for
of
on
Geographic
Isle
tional
the
careless and reckless driving in
Sark Mrs Hathaway spent Christ- Boston
on the Friday preceding
inas with the Weavers on their New
Years Press reports state
Arizona ranch and will visit Kenthat Mr Byron was getting an
yon on her way to Washington I
C where her lecture series will be- early start for a New Years Eve
paity at the home of one of his
gin
Sark has bejn a part of Great maiden aunts
Byron a poet of some renown is
Britain since the reign of Queen
Iiizabeth but has maintained its said to have stopped at an Interoriginal independence of govern- section for five or ten minutes to
ment bins subject to no imperial watch the pretty lights going on
taxation or legislation except by and off The operator of the motor
special order of His Majesty Ihe vehicle admits that he noticed a
eirl beside him when he started up
King
In 1S2 the island came into the the car again but said that he
possession of Mrs
Hathaways could not quite place her
great- grandmother
To be very frank Mr Byron just
by
purchase
The J 200 acres of land were orig- drove his car right Into a sturdy
inally divided among the forty fam- old wall Shutters were thrown
ilies inhabiting the island and have open and candles and oil lamps apalways rf- niained thus because of peared as conservative Bostonian
law forbidding the divison of aristocracy rushed to their winan inheritance
Continued Page 4 Column
i
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KENYON COLLEGIAN
In
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during the col
Entered in the Postoffiee at
Published weekly
by the students of rtmiier
yeur
Ohio as Second Class
Seriate
ken yon College
Matter
Member of the Ohio College
JKPSMTCD POm NATIONAL ADVCRT1SINO BY

Dial Phones Replace Old Style Type

Off the Tombstone

Kenyon Thoners Extremely Baffled

them William Rose Beuet who
ATTENTION POETS
perishable
some
written
has
a
started
At last someone has
the
Untermeyer
Louis
poetry
Association
Pe
National Advertising Service Inc
fund for undernourished poets The Feeble- Witted Father of American
has
Foets
American
Academy ol
CalUf PuHUhen kmtativ
ubxcriptiona and Advertis
and last and least Col
For
New York N Y
with such incon- criticism Roosevelt
the business 420 Madison Ave
been instituted
iX space address Ohio
Theodore
Lot ancilis san Franciico
Chicago
Bostoh
Manager
lambier
gruous sponsors as William Beebe
One fellowship has already been
From tie Pre- s ol
r
Conrad Aiken Jo Davidson Mrs awarded to Edwin Markham for
a
Dollars
Two
Subscriptions
Republican
Publishing
Thr
r0
Fannie
Hammond
Hays
Jahn
year in advance
The
Ml Vernon Ohio
entitled
his masterpiece
Hurst Bishop Manning Lawrence Fallen Veil or Stripping It Off at
Mrs
James
Tibbeu Fritz Kreisler
1938
1939
Member
the Burlesque
Roosevelt etc etc This conglomANONYMOUS
Pissocided CbUcicde Press
eration of strange bedfellows is offering fellowships of 5000 a year
and the number of fellowships will
THE AMERICAN LEGION
Editor depend on donations received Why
Robert Sonenfield 39
RETIRES
Associate Editor
Theodore S Cobbey 40
dont they organize a Poets Crugeneration
Sports Editor
Jack Barlow 40
sade and march poets barefooted The glamour of the last
at arms
Assistant Editor
J W Clarke
from one end of the country to the
in porters caps
Assistant Editor
other as a stimulus to the national Sleeps about us postwarriors
Hallock Hoffman
their
mad
And
the
conscience
Assistant Editor
Donald Young
votaries
The academy has announced a
others of Shadows of balloon officers
Business Manager prize of 1000 and six poems
Robert A Mitchell Jr 39
That were not popped but involute
desfor
the
best
each
i00
Circulation Manager
George McMullin 40
seeping their complaints
Wither
York
New
spirit
the
of
cribing the
Advertising Manager
Jack Mallett 41
lobby
floors
On
1939
the
But
Worlds Fair of
Advertising Manager
Richard Shepherd 41
The never blown the dissolute balmust
poems
warns
the
academy
Manager
42
Advertising
Charles Sherk
loons
be original and in the English language This rather spoils every- The blood the blood
thing since the Americans writing Not what we gave but saw
The Kenyon Review
today who are not illiterate are Man hasnt such a memory
While the average institution of so- called higher learn- completely unoriginal in and they
Lets thank God for us for never
mass proshould band together
was
of
its
elevating
standings
to
efforts
the
its
bending
all
ing is
test against this unfair ruling In Fouler sight than here
academy
becomes
in
an
time
it
entirely
is
big
Kenyon
organizing
the
going
athletic teams tiny
Peter Taylor
clear society is tantalizing its
different way
poets and attempting to make them
MR KRESGE
The Gambier football teams usually make little noise but appear grotesque
which should
to
in
In
addition
dime store we were
the
effort
little
take
with the founding of the Kenyon Review the downstate school
starving them The academy thus amazed to find tucked away back
moves into the top- flight publications conference Judged by furnishes a perfect example of the in the corner a counter laid out
with all sorts of pink and intimate
its initial number the new quarterly rates the sort of serious bestiality of human nature
case any manuscripts should feminine underthings And hangattention given the Yale Review Virginia Quarterly Review beIn submitted
which is rendered ing over this attractive display
Southern Review and other university periodicals aimed at unlikely at the very outset three was a dignified sign which read
men have been appointed to judge of all things Toys and Games
the discriminating in the national audience
f-

The paragraph above quoted from the editorial column
of the Cleveland News expresses an outsiders opinion of the
literary merit of Kenyon s new quarterly publication It stands
to reason that aside from extending the reputation of the college it must have some other influence On the Hill a gratifying percent of the student body has subscribed to the magazine At this early date it would be difficult to say why so
many have shown the interest It may have been prompted by
a form of loyalty it may have been curiosity
To some readers it will be a first experience in reading
college periodicals To others it will be one more quarterly in
a class with the Virginia Quarterly and the Yale Review But
without a doubt the student body has become conscious of a
literary venture here and it is very likely that its interest and
support wil grow It is natural that subscribers will read the
magazine out of a sense of duty or curiosity and it follows
that they will read other similar periodicals to make a comparison of its worth Such curiosity may easily become an intellectual habit and the venture of the Kenyon Review has already proven its worth to Kenyon
C

F

M

Kenyon Anecdotes
KENYON

CURVES

Recently uncovered in the files
of the Cincinnati Times was the
astounding fact that Kenyon College was the site of one of the
demonstrations
first scientific
ever staged to prove the possibility of pitching curves with a baseball
Bob Mitchell of the old Cincin-

nati Reds had startled the world

of baseball by developing the art
of throwing a curve with a baseball This feat was the cause of
many articles pro and con appearing on the sport pages as to
feat
the validity of Mitchells
Around the wood stove of the old

going to class Have you ever considered how much valuable
time is wasted studying for the same dull classes that you
spend so much time going to Well we have considered and
thought about it And as a result we have arrived at the conclusion that the only part of the daily march of Kenyon life
DETROIT BANQUET
which is definitely out of step the only time we spend useWith only a few of the underlessly is the time we spend going to class and studying for graduates of the Detroit area miss-

physics department
in a victorious tone explained that Mitchell
had put English on the ball and
had banked it against an air current The Latin department however insisted that it was an optical illusion
From this article it can be deduced that Kenyon College was
the father of the curve Believe it
or not
HAYES

H

You

Cant

B

H

Assist Ed

See The Sign For The Smoke

According to Athletic Director R J Kutler six years ago
Kenyon men used to be considerate enough to enjoy their cigarets on the Hall steps There is no reason why this practice
can not be more generally resumed This practice would receive the hearty endorsement of both teams and their coaches
It is hard enough playing basketball in any gym let alone
m a gym filled with smoke No one will deny that this hampers
the efficiency of the players it slows down their speed and
in Rosse Hall is detrimental to their vision Smoking injures
a players wind or trainers would not advocate its abstainence
Lets everyone co- operate with the players and refrain
from smoking in the gym Remember you cant see a no smoking sign through a room clouded with smoke
J

B

Sports Ed

ing the Detroit alumni of Kenyon
college put on one of the most enjoyable affairs of recent years in
their Christmas smoker The plan
to come
was for undergraduates
with their parents and to also invite prospective students
The Detroit graduates have become keenly interested in the prospective Kenyon student body and
asked and received a large and
promising list The smoker was a
very informal affair held in a suite
at the Book Cadillac Hotel and
the group spent most of the afternoon talking over old times and the
college as of today
The meeting was adjourned in
the bar
CHICAGO

BANQUET

The Chicago Kenyon Alumni
association met on the twenty- first
of December in Chicago The principal speakers were Rudy Cutler
w- ho
discussed the athletic situafion at Kenyon Dwigjht Hafely who
discussed the last football season
and also the basketball schedule
now in progress Dr Burner gave
the alumni an idea of what Kenyon was doing scholastically The
Chicago Alumni agreed on a plan
by which they would donate a certain sum of money toward a new
scholarship

lose

valuable time nutti
It
The nl ier system6
advanced was to have a pay statin n
i
the campus for Ion di0in
alls and to charge local calls to
ine divisions
Thus the old crank system ha
pone out of Kenyon mens liyl
Many will bewail the passing
0f
he old system because turning th
crank was the only form of exer
Many others will
cise they got
miss the old machinery ibecaus
the magnetic generator in the boi
made a swell thing to hook up t0
a bed for shocking purposes

and

11-
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SEWAGE SYSTEM
TO BE GAMBIER
P W A PROJECT
h the attempts

Al ho

the public have been

to

notify

somewhat

hampered by the disappearance o
the FWA Project sign the pre
liminary work on the new sewage
disposal plant for Gambier has al
ready begun
Mayor Harold Parker disclosed
that test borings on the 600oi
project were nearly completed and
that the main work on the sewers
and disposal plant would begin
within thirty days The test borings he explained enable each bid
der for the contract to know just
what type of ground he will have
to dig through thus making u
easier for them to make accurate
bids
The present sewage system consists of a cess pool for each house
although the college already has
its own disposal system built 12
years ago and located at the airport

VACATION

The somewhat disgusted expressions of students rudely yanked
from the cheering frivolity of
Christmas to the grim reality of
Gambier would be put to shame if
they only knew what it was like
to spend a Christmas vacation 100
years ago
On December 21 not spelled sev1838
B
enteenth
Rutherford
Hayes set out from Gambier at the
said hour of 400 a m for Delaware on foot In spite of deep
snow he made the journey in 12
hours
If he followed the custom of the
time he probably chopped down his
own Christmas tree and decorated
it with strings of popcorn and

Alumni News

So we propose the abolition of class at Kenyon The few
students here who actually want to go to class would soon get
over any silly prejudices they have about school and any two
or three really stubborn men who might complain about such
an arrangement could be diplomatically asked to leave The
rest of us could then settle down to some good steady educating of a practical sort with accent on the more enjoyable
activities Doesnt this sound like good solid common sense
We only wonder why other schools havent taken up such a
plan long ago
Well for that matter perhaps they have

KENYON MUSICIANS
FORM JAZZ BAND

felt need at Kenyon is
There will be no compulsion
showing signs of fulmination The for anyone to have their house coschools first jazz band is in pro- nnected with the new system said
Mayor Parker unless a cess pool
cess of organization
In the beginning of the year
is discovered to be full in which
Ken Ray and Sid Watts began or- case the property owner would be
ganizing a band soliciting among required to join the use of the
the freshmen enough members to system is optional
The college is paying 17000 on
form the body the nucleus being
Ken and Sid The possibilities to the project which it will use In
date are much better than they place of the present plant which Is
had hoped for They have some apparently inadequate and too efourteen or fifteen to pick from xpensive to maintain
with the instrumentation varying The village of Gambier is paying
16000 of the total cost of the prslightly and after some eliminating the prospects will look even oject and the remaining 27000 will
be paid by the PWA
better
There was no drastic need for
The object in mind is to get a
few fellows together and to play the system
said the mayor but
for the sheer enjoyment However it was considered a wise and timely
this idea can be carried further in move to provide for the future
The project will be completed
that the fraternities on the Hill
can have fraternity dances for a within six months
small fee
The band personnel consists of
Wray at the drums Watts and Jim
THE PERFECT SPECIMEN
Logan trumpeters two trombones
George McMullin and Jim Lewis
TO BE SHOWN IN PHILO
two saxes and clarinets Freshman
Spalding at the piano and Gene
Continued from Page 1
Shelleck at the bass
a girl reporter who steps into the
picture at just the wrong moment
The whole experiment gets very
OHIO PHYSICS CLUB
mixed up for a time but of course
CONVENES IN GAMBIER things do manage to come out In
the end which is brought about by
a very startling train of events
The leads are played by a
The Ohio Physics Club held its naughty Joan Blondell and a per
annual meeting in Gambier on rect Errol Flynn They are admiJan 7 1939 for the purpose of rably supported by a cast which inconsidering affiliation
with the cludes such comedy stars as EAmerican Physical Society Those dward Everett Horton Hugh Womembers present were Dr E H owoo Herbert May Robson Bev
erly Roberts who starred here rJohnson of Kenyon
chairman
Prof L E
ecently in Gods Country and the
Smith of Denison
Prof Richard Howe of Denison
Woman
and Dick Foran
Prof Walter Fre of Wooster and
Throw together such a story It
Prof Harold Krauss of Columbus was written by the author of
Other members include
It Happened
college
and university teachers of Physics One Night
and such a cast and
from all over Ohio industrial phy- the result
The Perfect Specsicists and graduate students in imen turns out to be the snappiest
physics Most of the members of gayet comedy to appear in a long
the Ohio Physics Club are already long tiie
Miss it next Sunday and you miss
members of the American Physical Society
but the affiliation a perfect evenings entertainment
might facilitate the work of both
organizations
A

country general store arguments
raged
often ending in a brawl
early morning till late at
from
night All over the nation whereAnecdote For Deficiency
ever baseball fans gathered the
comments of the doubting ThomWhen you stop to think about it you realize your life here ases
and the firm believers filled
at Kenyon is a mighty diversified one You do a good man the air
Kenyon proved to be no excepthings each day you do whole lot more than you would expect
Edwin Franks a former Cintion
to do in such a small school in such an out of the way place
cinnati attorney who died in 1934
This being true you are pretty busy all the time Hardly was a student on the hill and
ever is there time to read a good book or even get enough was a true lover of baseball So
an argument arose between cranberries
sleep And it is too bad too because reading is a very import- when
On December 28th who got a
the professor of Latin and the prohe set out again
ant part of education and especially college education
fessor of Physics on the debatable short vacation
at the same unearthly hour and
A good editorial never criticizes without offering some point young Franks volunteered
arrived late in the afternoon at
to settle the dispute
sort of remedy for the situation At least thats true accordHe invited Bob Mitchell to come Gambier The total cost of his ening to one school of journalism So we offer the obvious solu- to Gambier The pitcher drove tall tire vacation was only 75 cents
Undoubtedly this performance
stakes in the campus and proceedtion to our problems at Kenyon
ed to show that he had an out- was not repeated by any KenyonHave you ever thought how much time you spend each day shoot as well as a fast ball The ite this Christmas

class

are the days of beautiful
telephone operators Instead of being greeted by the warm smile of
a lovely lady the Kenyon men will
be greeted by the click of a machine Its the dial system and it
has taken all our pretty operators
from us This new system has been
Dick
quite a blow to the boys
Parshall a newcomer to the Hill
and a weekly user of the longdistance hook- up was heard to state
that the thrill of telephoning his
girl in Grosae Pointe was gone because there were no more telephone operators listening in to give
him advice when he was through
Another sufferer of the dial system is Charles Cockle Bowen of
South Leonard Hall who got his
finger caught in one of the little
holes in the dial and stayed there
He had his finger
for two days
cut off however because he had
to go to a very important Obaucer
class taught by the Dean
Three systems of paying have
been advanced by the phone company for choice of divisions
One
system is to have all calls except
long distance charged to the division Thjs system has been the
one chosen
Another system ad
vanced by the company was to
have a pay pihone in each division
This was vetoed because many of
the men thought they would mistake the phone for a slot machine
Gone

long-

AcademyA-

MAJOR G T IRVINE DIES
Major George T Irvine 61 Kenyon
98
died late last summer
after a five week illness of a malignant growth in his throat
Major Irvine was alumni secretary and superintendent of buildings and grounds at Kemper Military school Boonville Mo where
he had spent 38 years of duty in
teaching and administrative
acPays to Use
tivity
The major was widely
known as a military educator and
Quality Products
civic leader being a director of
We Specialize in
the Boonville Country club a director of the Chamber of ComArmstrong
Briges Wallpaper
JEWELER
merce a director of the Boonville
Linoleum
Sherwin- Williami
Mills
company
and secretaryWestern Window
Paint
treasurer of Christ Church EpisShades
copal
29 E Gambier St
After his graduation from Kenyon in 1898 Major Irvine took adMount Vernon Ohio
ditional work at the University of
Missouri In January 1900
he
moved to Boonville where he beaMaiiairaiiairBtiaiiauaiiBiiiiaiIBIiBiiailSMaiiaIBMBMaiaMaMaiiaiiaIBIBltaiiaialslSaiaiiaiatiaijaiiaiiailsllBatv4
gan his 38 years of Kemper faculty
membership
I
wardWinning

It

C

H Dietrich

The Frank E
Kirby Co

GEM LAUNDRY

REV

H

W

SMITH

APROPOS
The Rev Harley Wright Smith 1I
7
Bexley 11 of Encino Calif believes in sermon texts which are
appropo At the opening of a new
parish there January 8 in a barn
on the ranch of Edward Everett
Hoiton film comedian he pointed 1
out that the birth of the parish
resembled in its stable atmosphere
the
birth of Christianity
and
picked as his topic A Few Dumb j
Animals and a Number of Wise
Men

Albert E Auskings
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Flowers For All Occasions
WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP
14 S Main St
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UNDEFTED MERMEN
TO FACE
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ENJOyiNG ALL MY YEARS
OF PRINCE ALBERT SMOKING
OVLR AGAI N

Its Easy To Drive Carefully

PADDY i
A REGULAR

rcX

Insured

finish
The Cincinnati splash fest on the
following Monday will probably see
the Kenyon mermen duplicate the

TAXI

Arrow Shirts

J McNeill former Kentennis luminary now on a
world tour with four oustanding
tennis stars held his ranking in
the nations first twenty when he
was rated thirteenth by the NationAssociation at
al Lawn Tennis
their recent meeting The Jeep
who held the ninth place in the
tennis world slipped to the thirteenth position this year as he got
off to a slow start and was hampered further with an injured ankle His finishing spurt and excellent showings in late August kept
him in the first twenty
Don who is now somewhere in
being back in
India anticipates
Gambier next September to complete his college career and continue his pursuit of the college net
title The inimitable Don Budge
was ranked first followed by Bobby Rlggs and Gene Mako Collegiate netters ranked ahead of the
jeep were Joe Hunt now in the
United States Naval Academy and
Frank Guernsey of Rice Institute
Guernsey is the netter who disposed of Morey Lewis in the Collegiate net finals last July and captured the collegiate net crown
Morey Lewis
while not given
any ranking was mentioned in the
Select list as class A material
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20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert

If you
it the mellowest tastiest pipe tobacco you
ever smoked return the pocket tin with the rest of
the tobacco in it to us at any Bme within a month
from this date and we will refund full purchase price
plus postage
Signed R J Reynolds Tobacco Co
Winston- Salem North Carolina
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pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
2- oz tin of
Prince Albert

HARRY A BLUE
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Compliments of

Knox Countys Greatest Store
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TAKING UP PIPE- SMOKING
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For Quality
and Style
At A Modest
Price
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ANP NEVER A HINT OF TONGUE
0ITE IN ALL THAT TIME ETHER
THERES NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE

OTfc

900

thirteen

Vj jeveTsceTtoS
i

HOW LONG Y
AGO PIP YOU START WITH Y
THE WAY

BY

The Toledo Automobile Club

Wisner Restaurant and Hotel

overwhelming score which the meet
produced last year in Cincinnati
however will exThe visitors
diver in
hibit an outstanding
Popov and a better than average
freestyler in Bob Fletcher Imel
plans to use the same lineup
against the visitors as in the Wesleyan meet
On Wednesday the team travels
to Wooster to meet the Scots In
their fifty- foot bathtub

U

y

standing splinter Chuck plans to
rely on Sid Vinnidge Harold BadgMEMBERS OF AAA and OSAA
er Hank Wilkinson Dick Lehrer
George
McNary
Henry
Ted
Bob
Worthington and John McKlm to
IllllllllllllllllllllnilllllllllnlllllllllllilUJIIIII
handle the free style in both enilIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiliiinilllllllrnllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
counters Imel is predicting great
things for his breaststroke duo of m
Bob Tanner and Dick Brouse this
season and Captain Wimpy Grif- f
Flowers doing the
fin and Jack
Dining and Tap Room
backstroke and diving respectively
George Wisner Prop
tor the Imelmen
The feature races of the BatIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIIIIIiIiiIiIIiiIiiiiiiijiiiiiimiiiii
meet will be the iiaiiaiiBiiaiiBiiaiiBiiBtiaiiaiiaiiBiiBtiaiiaiiaiaiiBiiaiiaiiaiiaiiatiaiiBiBiiaiiaiBHBiiaiiBttaiiaiiBiiaiiaiiBiiBiiBiiBiiBiiaiiaiiaiiBiBiiBi
tling Bishop
duel between Dale and Vinnidge
in the 220 yard free style and 100 i
the breaststroke
yard freestyle
race between Tanner and Joe Moran with the pool record in jeopardy and the triangular tussle in
Public Square
Mt Vernon
the 50 yard dash with Ed Moran
uliilutiiaiitiitliliiliiliifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiliiiniiiiiiliiliiiiiiiilui1
liiliiliiinitiii
Badger and Wilkinson battling for
iiniiiliiliiliil
the decision in the expected nose liiiiniHiiiiiiiiiifitiiiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitfliiiiiiiiiuiiiBiiiiiiMiiiiiinitiiitiiaiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1slll
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ME
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Coach

when the strong Ohio
ternoou
Wesleyan tankers are met in the
gchaffer pool at 230 p m
Most of linels squad fresh from
a two- weeks sojourn in Florida are
rounding into good shape
Minus
the services of Dave Howe out-

in

y0LJ AMAZE

THIS TAKES ME
Y ILL BET YOU CUT A
BACK TO MV
J YOUNGER PAYS S HANP50ME FIGURE
I you
SHOULP HAVE V WOULP YOU RtALty f
I SEEN ME
THEN 5 LIKE TO BE YOUNG
AGAIN PAP

V

Willi

Mix

mermen
Chuck linels undefeated
will take place this Saturday af-

McNeill

WAS FOOLING
C0ULP 5KATE

I

1

rlWHV y0LE

42 Proof

Open 8 a m to 12 p m except Sundav

SURPRISED CHUB8IN5

LOOK

PIP VOU THINK
WHEfJ
5AIP

V I J SlKXCJ

116 W High St
Phone 894

Pool Record In Danger In

Breast Stroke Race
Tanner Meets
Moran

fm

MYERS SUPPLY CO

1
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A A A GARAGE SERVICE
Towing Service Day or Night
SPECIALIZED

MOTOR AND CARBURETOR

I

SERVICE

11 South Mulberry St
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EVERETT EXCHANGES
KENYON FOR U OF N

C

Harris Everett promising KenFreshman netter has transferred his collegiate allegiance to
Chapel Hill North Carolina where
he is now enrolled at the University of North Carolina Harris who
transferred because he was unable
to get in enough daily practice during the winter
felt that tor him
of
practice was a prerequisite
steady tennis play and that the
University of North Carolina offered him the best future because
of their fine indoor courts and
tennis equipment
Harris leaves behind him here
many steadfast friends who wish
him lots of luck and will watch his
Progress in the tennis world
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HIS NERVES

TOUGH ON

TERRIFIC
TENSION

Arizonas Carl Dossey winner of
two bareback championships in California and a highpoint cowboy title at the big Utah show Here is Carl
at Madison Square Garden in a stunt depending on
split- second timing perfect nerve control Is it a strain
BRONC

CARL BUT IT

MUST BE PLENTY

kl
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f SURE

GREAT RIDING
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BEAT NERVE
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One hour around the ring puts more strain
on the nerves than a whole day of punchin tows My
nerves would be plenty tense jittery if I didnt rest
em every chance I get My way is to letup light up
a Camel Camels are mighty comforting
Carl says

yon

STONES GRILL
Fine Food
Beer Liquor
And Wine
Ht

v Mix

Yaw

FTriU

Drink

Dosscys big smile that while hes resting his nerves letting up and lighting up a Camel hes also
enjoying the mildness and rich flavor of a supremely enjoyable
cigarette finer MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

YOU CAN TELL by Carl

LOOK TO THE DOG
FOR A VALUABLE HINT
ON NERVE STRAIN

Im

jyyjjjjJSyirS y yyyy

1

yyy y yy

Vf ilf Smoke
7

SPRINGER SPANIEL above
has a nervous system remarkably similar to

THE ENGLISH

our own complex sensitive But this dog
doesnt ABUSE his nerves Nor does any
dog When a dog feels tired he rests INSTINCTIVELY We humans often let our
will- power whip us on deaf to the warning
EDDIE CANTOR- Americas
Each
great comic personality
Monday evening on the Columbia Network 730 pm EST
930 pm CST 830 pm MST
730 pm PST

that nerves are getting frayed Yet how much
more pleasant profitable life can be when
nerves are rested now and then Try it
break thetensionLET UP- LIGHT UP A
CAMEL Youll welcome Camels mildness
rich ripe flavor Smokers find Camels
costlier tobaccos soothing to the nerves
King of
BENNY GOODMAN
Swing and the worlds greatest
swing band each Tuesday eveColumbia Network 930
ninB
pm EST 830 pm CST 730
pm MST 630 pm PST
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f

6 packs
of Camels and
find out why
they are the

yy

MAJORING in psychology
and with all my extra research work I face a lot of
nerve strain says Norman
So
M Walling 40 above
I give my nerves the rest
they need by letting up
lighting up a Camel
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Page Four

Strohecker Jovial
Before

Prefedi-

cs

The early teachings and accompanying adventures of Dr Henry
bioloF Strohecker Kenyons ace
gist were related to the PreM- edical
Society in Peirce Hall Monday
Originally
night of this week
scheduled were motion pictures of
surgical operations by Dr John
Drake who at the last minute
was unable to come Capably filling
the societys program however
memDr Strohecker fascinated the
teachfirst
his
of
tales
with
bers
ings in an Americus Georgia high
Said Mr Stroschool pop SHOO
hecker In my biology class there
was only one member wearing
pants and he was the type who
hardly deserved the honor of being one of the masculine gender
In brief and imperative words
Kenyons biologist intimated subtly
that it was most difficult at the
close of the semester to resist the
many alluring temptations thrown
before his face He closed by adding Strangely enough every member of the class received an A
with the exception of the one with
the pants
Following this address the society adjourned

KENYONS BYRON
SWALLOWS PRIDE
Continued from Page

1

dows to see what was the matter
They were rewarded for their interest by the tinkling laugh of a
girl Aint you the one though
she is reported to have said
Mr Byron who was to have read
a number of his poems over the
local short wave station the following morning was soon apprehended by a big policeman who
lost no time in conveying the poet
to the county jail Asked there for
an account of his entanglement Mr

GRETZER DISCUSSES
FEDERAL PROJECT

CRIME WAVE HITS
GAM3IER AND VERNON

Continued from Page 1
by Clark
a communication received
Henderson presiuem ui
the Civil Aeronautics
authority slated that this was prin
cipally due to Kenyon s seusii
ical location
to
If this plan were acceptable
mean
the college it would probably
for
cheaper or free flight trainingGretMr
Kenyon student pilots
zer added
Upon being asked what he had
colmeant by acceptable to the
Mr Gretzer explained
lege
govFrom my understanding of
for
demands
and
policy
ernmental
supervised and controlled operaany
tions federal subsidization of
department would probably not be
acceptable to a college of Kenyons
he continued
type Furthermore
the adoption of the government
plan would undobutedly entail the
expansion of the aeronautics department The present policy is
expansuch that enlargement or
be
sion of the department would
inconsistent with the aims of the
college
n
mi firotipv was Ques
tioned as to when the program
might go into effect Regarding
this he commented
Despite newspaper reports of
immediate action the government
apparently will move slowly and
cautiously with considerable redevelopgard for experimental
ments Perhaps in the course of a
year or so a definite plan will be
able to be outlined
suggested
that
Gretzer
Mr
most of the newspaper reports to
date have been due to misinterpreinformation
tation of unofficial
from the members of the Civil Aeronautics authority

Continued from Page 1
foreign element by S S Van Feagans Tragedy was averted when
the two criminologists recognized
each other after a complicated process of ratiocination
All in all Kenyon feels that the
protection of the sacred shrine of
learning on Gambiers hill was ac
complished with the utmost of dis
patch and valor Although no official recognition
has been given
those who helped it is rumored
that the Boy Scouts of America
have taken notice of Kenyons
heroes and will shortly award them
an honorary tenderfoot badge in
recognition of the sterling example of being Prepared
In Mount Vernon the police department failed to live up to the
high standard set by Kenyons unofficial guardians The complicated
dragnet set for the criminal was
neatly jumped by the simple medium of an oil tank truck The discovery of the truck abandoned
in the northern part of Vernon on
Monday afternoon brought to light
the news of a stolen truck and an
escaped prisoner
Later Monday evening the profound detectives of Knox county
were amazed to learn that their
own pet fugitive had been taken
into custody by the Middletown
bulls

JAMERONS

Quality Cleaners

Byron stated very calmly and inlights
car
Sherry
coherently
girl
sherry
girl
stop
More than this he
wall bang
would not admit
Mr Byron was retained in a cell
all night and released in the morning for a few moments to speak to
his radio audience over the local
short wave station
When asked for a statement upon
his return to Kenyon he muttered
lights
Sherry
very carnly
bang liars
sherry
girl
wall
He also disclosed that
bars
he could not quite place the girl
Just as a matter of principle Mr
Byion was assessed a nominal fee
of seventy- five dollars and was
wished a happy New Year by the
entire personnal of the jail
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For That
WELL GROOMED
APPEARANCE
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v
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Gambler

44
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Public Square
CRUTTENDEN
Agent
East Wing

Drugs Cosmetics
Sundries
At Lowest Prices

65c
Guaranteed

Millers Cut Rate

A

Mt Vernon Owned

terfield

Store

DRUG STORE
SOFT DRINKS
BEER TO TAKE OUT

SANDWICHES
ML Vernon

the blend that cant be copied
0 HAPPY COMBINATION of the
worlds best cigarette tobaccos

GENES

PATH CAFE
Gambier Ohio

I

Copyright 1939 Liggett 4 Myers Tobacco Co
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Anything in Carmel and Buttered Corn
Nuts Chips and Candies
SANDWICHES

THE CARMEL- CRISP SHOP

I

I I
I

j

115 W
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TODD DRAPER
In the Rear

II

l

PITKIWS
PROVISION

1

j
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BARREL BOWLING ALLEY
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HORTONS DINER
I

i

A BETTER PLACE TO EAT
2

315 S

Main

Mt Vernon Ohio

1

iiiHl

I

THE BEST
IN FOODS
133- 137 South Main St
Mt Vernon Ohio
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f
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Owned and Operated
by Kenyon Students

111

Work Gym Credit Off
Get In Trim for Intramurals
And Have a Good Time at

j
1

1280

aI
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of Hayes Grocery Store
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STORE
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PRODUCTS

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
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Firestone Auto Supply and Service
Store

I

j
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Let Us Prepare Your Car For Winter
FIRESTONE TIRES
BATTERIES
AUTO SUPPLIES

jj

Day Service

ROY OLDS
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SHELL

I
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Next To Vernon Theater

College
Service Station

2

LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRE REPAIRING
PRESTONE ZERONE ALCOHOL
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Linco Batteries
Linco Tires and Tubes

a

COLLEGE LAUNDRY

I

SUPER SERVICE STATION
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Parties and Theater Treats
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R V HEADINGTON

THE COLLEGE SHOP

j
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When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of
men and women more smoking
pleasure
why THEY SATISFY

Suits Topcoats and
Dresses Neatly Cleaned
and Pressed

Fine Tailored Clothes

1

L
Make Chesterfield
your New Years resolution

theyll give you more pleasure than
any cigarette you ever smoked
Chesterfields are better because
of what they give you refreshing
mildness better taste and aroma
Chesterfields are the right combination of mild ripe American and
aromatic Turkish tobaccos rolled
in pure cigarette paper
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JIM LYNCHS

Cleaning and Pressing
Gambier Ohio

For An A- l Job in

LUNCHES

PLEASURE

Barber Shop
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a new smoking

Candies

Soda

THE ALCOVE RESTAURANT
Breakfast

Luncheons

Dinners

SURLAS
FRANCIS
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FOUNDED

IN

MOUNT

VERNON

OHIO

IN 1869

Compliments
of

KELSER- DOWDS

QUALITY THE RINGWALT POLICY
2
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ONE OF OHIOS

MOST MODERN
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SMALL CITY STORES
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